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Gary on EDSF’s (SC)2

From: <GWFsoar@aol.com>
To: <martinusher@earthlink.net>
Subject: EDSF SC-2
Date: Wednesday, May 21, 2003 11:59 PM

Hi Martin,
Just a quick summary of the contest down at El Dorado
Silent Flyers SC-2 contest to post in TOSS UP:

We arrived at about 8:30 in overcast conditions, but one
could see the sun trying to peak through.  The format was a
6 min, 8 min, and 10 min. in that  order.  We had a pretty
good turnout of 50 flyers, which included a couple of juniors
and some novices.  Good thing!  TOSS had Gary Filice,
Mike Stern, Lex Mierop, and Dave Butkovitch.  We were
keeping this end up while the rest of the crew  - - Mike Rea-
gan, Bob Swet, Don Northern, Don and Art McNamee - -
were battling it out at the Visalia Bent Wing.  Congrats to
our flyers for a great
showing in the top ten!!

Conditions were pretty good at EDSF despite the overcast
for the 6 min. flight.  So the first round really turned out to
be a landing contest with only a few flyers falling short of
the time.  The second round for the 8 min. started to show
the sun a bit more, and lift became more enhanced as
breezes picked up to add to the landing challenge.

For the 10 min. round, the sun was cranking, and so were
the areas of lift  and sink.  It was easier to find one's self
sleeping at the stick with the lift  suddenly vanishing.  A
good number of the flyers had to scramble just to stay  in
lift.  The most dramatic event being on a launch by Fred
Sage.  Off the zoom, he snapped the right wing in half.  Like
Fred, he did not panic, just proceeded to fly!  What a sight
to see a plane with one wing bent skyward at 90 degrees,
DOING THERMAL TURNS!  (So the plane had a bit more
dihedral than usual......Ed) Only with Fred!  We all thought
for a little more than a minute that this guy might pull this
off.  Well finally, Murphy stepped in, and the broken section
detached.  The plane went into a spiral and disappeared
behind a knowl near the lake.  He was able to recover his
hardware!  I once saw Fred Sage fly out a round for a full
time and near perfect landing with one flap hanging down at
90 degrees!  How's that for a master class flying?

Anyway, we finished up with the ten minute portion of the
contest and the TOSS members got their planes back in
one piece to boot. TOSS scoring sprinkled through the
ranks, placing 2nd, 13th, 22nd, and 38th.  All in all a great
place to fly with decent grass, great weather, BBQ and re-
freshments, and this was followed by a Hand Launch Con-
test as well.  I have enclosed a couple of photos  to share
with the other club members - just to give a feeling for what
the place is like.  This is a good place to fly for novice com-
petition flyers what with few obstacles to intimidate.

One of Gary’s Pictures — the rest are on Page 4
EDSF and Visalia Results are on Page 5
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TOSS
 First Annual Club Day                                      

Come Out and Have Some Fun
3 Fun-Fly Contest Events
(Bring the beater or fly the good stuff, your choice)

Open Flying All Day
(Fun-fly contests are optional)

Nominal Prizes
(We know you are getting low on glue!)

FOOD and DRINKS
(Hamburgers, chips, sodas, water, other wifely donations)

And the best part-

NO FEE, i.e. FREE!!!!

When: Sunday - May 25, 2003
Where: Redwood School

Time: 9:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m.

Who: You and Your Immediate Family
-So, you have no immediate family that will be caught flying toy planes,

then bring an interested friend/victim

 Event Hosts: Craig Borstelmann, Ph. (805) 523-8905
Jim Pendergrass, Ph. (805) 386-2653
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TPG Contest Flier
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More of  Gary’s Pictures from EDSF
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Visalia Bent-Wing 2003 Results

These were ‘lifted’ from
the CVRC Web site and
have been clipped at
Don’s results (about half

From: mike reagan  To: BrowneCG@aol.com

Subject: Re: [RCSE] Ballast for Ava

Browne, I set my AVA up with a spruce keel 1/2 x 3/16. Use flat pieces of lead stacked up, bolted in at front
and back using 1/4- 20 machine screws, blind nuts spun on top of lead. 2-3 oz each. Any wind at all I fly with
5oz as it makes it much more stable on landing approach. 8-12mph wind 10oz, 12-18mph 14oz. You get the
idea. This is the first plane that I have to think about ballast before a flight. Just got a second at the Visalia 2
day RES contest. Only missed one of 10 landings in 3 meter circle. This thing really fly's great. Did you fill the
nose and build a skeg? This is a must. Also reinforce the stab mount with 2 layers of carbon. Stab set-up for
launch is super critical, put a mark on the fin leading edge that lets you know at a glance that the stab is set

This note came up on
RCSE  yesterday
(Wednesday) — the
AVA gets competitive.
(Now what was Daniel
Fink flying?)



6 TOSSUP 03“Club Day”: Sunday May 25th at Redwood
Next Meeting: Wednesday,  May 28th at the Greenhouse Cafe, 7:00pm
IHLG Festival: Sat and Sun, June 7 & 8th at TPG (Poway)
Club Contest: Sunday, June 8th at Redwood
(SC)2 Contest: Sunday,  June 29th at TPG (Poway)

Thousand Oaks Soaring Society
Martin Usher
3081 Roundup Circle,
Thousand Oaks, CA91360


